The Quantar-Hydro
Alternative Currency!
For thousands of years, the greatest lighting technology upon our planet was the open fire, the flaming torch, the candle,
and the oil lamp. Then we discovered the electric light globe, a technology millions of times more efficient than an oil lamp!
One of the simplest forms of electric lighting uses a hydro-lake to turn a turbine. We too
could base our monetary system upon a financial hydro-lake. The turbine represents the
skills of the people and the resources of the nation. The electric light globe symbolises the
activity of the economy. The hydro-lake represents the potential power of the nation, arising
when we define money as 'human life-force, traded within a market.'
Each droplet in the financial hydro-lake, similar to the electrical measure of the Watt, can now be
defined as 'the distance that a typical human being, walking at the normal speed of 5km/hr, will cover
within one hour, that is 5000 metres'. This is a measure of human psyche, human physiology, time,
distance, and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum.
In the Australian example, 20 million people, times $25 an hour, times 40 hours per week, times 50 weeks per year, creates a
potential asset-hydro lake of one trillion dollars, a lake which can power our nation, debt-free. Astonishingly, the people have
become their own central bank and we are now using the same monetary system already used by the other two million species
upon our planet! Have you ever seen ant colonies collapsing through debt?
This asset-hydro monetary system is millions of times more efficient than our current debt-based system,
where we lease our monetary supply from the international debt markets, with every banknote in our
nation becoming a privately-owned debt instrument, bearing compound interest. A $1 loan at 6% annual
compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a debt of 214 trillion dollars! When the monetary supply is created
bearing 3% annual compound interest, then 40% of the retail prices will be owed to the debt bankers, and 75% of our
individual income will be lost to the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!
This asset-hydro monetary system fulfils Aristotle’s definitions for authentic money, to be portable,
durable, divisible, easily recognisable, and intrinsically valuable. This asset-hydro system satisfies the
economist’s dream for a 100% reserve currency, operating with the minimal technological costs.
This asset-hydro monetary system answers five primal monetary questions. What is money? What is
the measure for money? Who shall create the monetary supply? Who shall derive the benefits from the
interest streams? Shall we create our monetary supply, the greatest treasure in our nation, as a sovereign asset, or as a private
debt? This last question has created the struggles of greed and war which have ravaged our planet, the wars which have often
been financed by the private bankers as they attempt to seize their ‘Chalice of Darkness’, the debts created by the imposition
of interest upon the monetary supply!
To prove these monetary concepts we have created Quantar-Hydro,
an alternative currency which uses Cyclos banking software to create
a digital trading market for goods and services, based upon an hourly
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Q10 monetary unit. Welcome to TheQ!
As Groucho Marx would say, 'who are you going to believe, the debt bankers or your lying eyes'?

